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Abstract

This thesis explores various aspects of genetic evaluation using genomic information. Genomic selection is based on the prediction of the effects of thousands of markers that are associated with quantitative trait loci (QTL), usually through linkage disequilibrium. However, genomic predictions of breeding value are also strongly affected by the degree of relatedness between individuals. A better understanding of genomic selection has possible consequences for evaluating genomic prediction accuracy, the design of reference populations and managing the balance between genetic gain and inbreeding. This thesis aims to gain an understanding into the use of genomic information in the genetic evaluation of livestock.

The first experiment of this thesis compared the performance of different methods based on pedigree relationships (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction, BLUP), genomic relationships (gBLUP), and based on a Bayesian variable selection method (Bayes B) to estimate breeding values under a range of different underlying models of genetic variation, marker densities and varying animal relationships. It found that Bayes B was the most accurate method to predict breeding value when genetic variation was controlled by common QTL and rare variants for marker densities that ranged from 5,000 markers to full SNP sequence. However, the superiority of Bayes B over gBLUP is highly dependent on the presence of large QTL effects.

The second experiment examined the accuracy of estimated breeding values for different groups of selection candidates that had varying degrees of relationship to the reference dataset. We found that an animal’s relationship to the reference data set is an important factor for the accuracy of genomic prediction. Animals that share a close relationship to the reference data set
gain the highest accuracy when using either gBLUP or pedigree based BLUP. However a baseline accuracy that is driven by the reference data set size and the overall effective population size enables gBLUP to estimate a breeding value for unrelated animals within a population, using information previously ignored by pedigree based BLUP methods.

The third experiment compared the use of genomic or pedigree information in optimal selection, where genetic gain is balanced with inbreeding. The amount of within family variation that is explained by genomic breeding values was also observed. Selection based on genomic breeding values increased genetic gain and when genomic measures of co-ancestry were used to restrict inbreeding more genetic gain was achieved but this effect was only significant when the population consisted of many large full sib families. In a half sib structure there was no advantage in using genomic relationships to manage inbreeding and increased merit was obtained via the higher accuracy of genomic breeding values. For a group of dairy sires, we found that between 30 and 40% of the variation in genomic breeding values was because of within family variation due to Mendelian sampling.

The final experiment compared the use of identity by state (IBS) and identity by descent (IBD) information to construct the GRM. This study shows that IBD probabilities and information from the fastIBD module of the Beagle software can be used to predict breeding values in real data. Genomic relationship matrices based on IBD performed similar to those based on IBS when comparing the accuracy of genomic prediction in a real sheep dataset on the trait, eye muscle depth. The variance components estimated from either IBD or IBS information are affected by the scale of the GRM based on the relationships between known relatives.
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